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Texas Hold'em is played in the main event of the World Series of Poker, and is considered by 
many the most complex and strategic form of poker. In it everyone tries to make the best 5 card 
hand they can out of five community cards and two personal cards. In modern games the blinds 
are then posted. The blinds are forced bets. The player to the left of the dealer puts in the small 
blind, and the player to the left of the small blind pays the big blind, which is typically twice the 
small blind. This represents the minimum bet once the action begins. Each player is dealt two 
cards face down called the hole cards, which they aim to keep secret. Then the first round of 
betting ensues, with the player to the left of the big blind acting first. After this, a card is 
discarded and three cards are dealt face up in the middle of the table. These cards are called the 
flop, and are the first three community cards. There is another round of betting, beginning this 
time with the small blind. One more card is discarded and one more community card is dealt, 
called the turn. There is another round of betting, again starting with the small blind, then a 
discard, and then the final card, called the river, is dealt. There is one final round of betting and 
then the players who have not folded turn over their cards. 

Basic Strategy of Texas Holdem 

Note this strategy guide is for playing no limit texas holdem. Slightly different considerations 
apply when playing limit or pot limit holdem. It is also heavily oriented towards tournament play, 
since this is the format where no-limit is most commonly played. 

POSITION 

Position refers to how many players must act after your actions. It is generally preferable to be 
the last player to act, since your opponent must reveal some information about their hand by 
betting or checking before you act, because you have the choice of taking a free card if no-one 
else has bet, and for various other reasons. Position is probably the single most important factor 
in no-limit hold'em. The dealer will always have position on all other players after the flop, and so 
it is the most desirable position to occupy. 

Preflop, the button and the cuttoff seat (one off the button) are normally referred to as late 
position; the next two or three seats are middle position; and everything else is early position. 
One important thing for a beginner to realise is that the playability of a hand varies greatly 
according to their position. Beginners should aim to play fewer than 10% of hands in early 
position, but might find 30% playable in late position in an unraised pot. 

It is useful to have a shorthand for the pre-flop positions at the table. For this guide, the big blind 
will be denoted by BB, the small blind by SB; other positions will be represented by a number, 
with 0 as the button, 1 as the seat next to the button, 2 being 2 places to the right of the button 
and so on. 

PRINCIPLES OF  STARTING HAND SELECTION 

The single most important thing in choosing which hands to play is to avoid being dominated. 

A hand is dominated if it is a non-pair hand facing a higher hand with one card the same, or 
facing a pair of the same or higher value as one of its cards. For example, AQ is dominated by 
AK, QQ, KK and AA. QJ, which looks like a good hand to beginners, is dominated by AQ, AJ, KQ, 
KJ, AA, KK, QQ and JJ - that is, virtually any hand playable for a raise but AK and the medium 
pairs. A pair is dominated by any higher pair. 

This is important not just because the dominated hand is, at best, a 3 to 1 underdog. The implied 
losses involved in holding AQ against AK are huge, since it can result in losing a large portion of 
your stack when an ace flops. The legendary player Doyle Brunson once gave up playing AQ 
entirely, saying that it had lost him more money than any other hand. 



This leads to the Gap Concept - you need a better hand to call with than to raise with, from any 
given position. A player on the dealer button may raise with KJ after the action has been folded 
around, but should normally fold it to a raise which they judge may represent AK, AJ or KQ. More 
on this later. 

Types of hands 

Hands can be divided into a number of types. The value of the types changes depending on the 
number of players, the level of the blinds and the player's position on the table. 

Some hand here are chosen for their ability to make a useful strong one-pair hand; others are 
chosen for the ability to make a straight, flush or set. The latter are known as drawing hands. A 
good general rule for drawing hands is: play them in later positions, perhaps the button and 
positions 1 and 2, and never call with them for more than 5% of the maximum possible return. 
The maximum return is, roughly, the minimum of your stack and the opponents stack. You might 
well invest more than that when raising, of course, if you have a stealing opportunity. 

A few playable hands, which are not mentioned, fall somewhere in between these two - K9 
suited, for example, has a value perhaps somewhere close to KJ off. (But it should be noted that 
KJ off is not nearly such a strong hand as most beginners would tend to think.) 

Big pairs (AA KK QQ) 

These cards are a favourite against any hand (except a higher big pair) and must be played 
aggressively preflop. The general idea is to make as big a pot as possible with as few opponents 
as possible - which means that you should very rarely slowplay these hands, unless you are 
playing opponents who know your style, in which case occasional slowplaying has some value. 
However, there are three general rules for these hands in small tournaments: raise, reraise and 
all in. 

Post-flop, by contrast, it pays to be careful. If the pot is small relative to your stack, you are 
probably only going to find all of your chips in the middle when you are beaten - after all, all you 
normally have is a one pair hand. The main worries are overcards, a high pair on the board, or a 
flop with three cards to a straight or flush, especially a high straight like Q-J-T. Knowing when to 
push for maximum value against someone with top pair or a smaller overpair, when to make a 
player pay for a draw, and when to slow down or throw your hand away is a question of 
experience. 

High cards (AK AQ AJ KQ AT KJ QJ KT) 

Post flop, the hope with these hands is to make top pair, ideally with top kicker. For example, if 
you play AJ and the flop comes J 8 4 of 3 different suits then you are leading against most hands, 
such as KJ and QJ. By raising preflop you should eliminate hands such as J8 and 44, or at least 
make them pay exorbitantly to hit their hand, and so you only need to worry about a player 
holding 88, JJ or higher. It is standard practice to bet strongly with top pair here, to make it 
unprofitable for an opponent with T9 to draw for a straight, and avoid someone hitting an 
overpair. T.J. Cloutier has said that 'Hold'em is a game of top pair, top kicker.' 

Ace-King should be regarded in a different category from the other hands, since every time it hits 
it makes top pair, top kicker with minimal possibility of an overpair. The other hands should be 
played much more carefully, especially in a raised pot, and especially in a full ring game, where a 
dominating hand is present much more often than you might think. 

Small and medium suited connectors  
(JT T9 98 87 76 65 54 43; QT Q9 J9 T8 97 86 75 64 53 suited) 

Numerically adjacent cards of the same suit are less likely to make a playable hand on the flop 
than two big cards. However, when they do make a hand it is usually a very strong one such as a 
flush, straight, two pair or trips. While pot odds rarely favour these hands, no limit holdem is a 
game of implied odds, and making that type of hand can easily allow you to double through. 
Against good players they have the additional advantage of making your play less predictable. 



With suited connectors the main aim is to enter a pot cheaply against a number of opponents and 
from a good position, usually either on or one off the button. With an open-ended straight or 
flush draw the player will often make a bet called a semi-bluff. If they are called then they are 
probably behind, but on drawing the correct card it may be possible to force a player with a hand 
as weak as top pair-top kicker to move all in. 

Suited connectors have the most value in full ring games and with low blinds. The true 
connectors, with no gap between them, are more valuable because they are more likely to make 
a straight. However the one-gap connectors sometimes gain value from being more deceptive. 
The medium, offsuit connectors such as JT and T9 may also be playable in late position. The 
smaller offsuit connectors are trash hands from any position. 

The medium connectors are excellent hands to find in late position in an unraised pot, since many 
players are often holding lower connectors, small pairs, and (especially in online play) high-low 
combinations, where the medium connectors have a distinct edge. In raised pots the small 
connectors may become more valuable than the medium ones, however. For example, if a player 
raises with AQ and another calls with AK, then a 65 suited will be quite a playable hand in a 
showdown, since the AQ is such a big underdog. (There are pathological cases where the 65 can 
actually be a favourite in a showdown over the AK here.) Better yet, a flop like A-K-6 will not 
loose many chips for the player with 65... while a flop like K-6-5 could be quite expensive for the 
player with AK. By contrast, a QT would be a very bad hand to have. 

Suited Rag Aces (Ax Suited) 

The ace with a low suited kicker plays very similarly to suited connectors. While pairing the ace is 
useful, it can easily cause problems when outkicked by a premium ace, and should be played 
more like middle pair than top pair. The idea, however, is to flop a flush draw. While many 
inexperienced players will play any two suited cards in the hope of this happening, suited aces 
have unique advantages here. 

Most obviously, when making an ace-high flush you may have the nuts, and you will break any 
player with a lower flush. Also, when the flop brings a flush draw there are two scenarios; there is 
no ace, in which case you have a flush draw and an overcard, or there is an ace, in which case 
you have top pair with a flush draw. This means you have 12 cards to improve your hand above 
the current top pair by making a flush, pair of aces, or two pair. This gives a very good chance of 
winning a showdown. Unfortunately, the flush is so obvious that it will take very good play to 
extract maximum value from a solid, conservative player. 

It is worth bearing in mind that an ace with a wheel card (2, 3, 4 or 5) is a stronger drawing hand 
than an A6 or A7. You may flop a straight, or a flush draw with an inside straight draw, a genuine 
monster draw with 15 outs over a pair of kings. 

Small And Medium Pairs (JJ TT .. 22) 

The medium pairs, JJ through 88, are often the hardest hands to play. For example, suppose a 
player raised in early position and you called with 99. The flop comes 8-5-3, and the opponent 
bets. It is clearly unlikely that they have paired the flop, since they raised; if they have a pocket 
pair of eights then they have a set; if they have a higher pair then you are a massive underdog. 
All you can beat is a bluff, and even against two overcards you are only a 3-to-1 favourite. So, 
the medium pairs require very careful handling after the flop unless you hit a set. At the same 
time they are a little too good to throw away to a single raise, and certainly good enough to raise 
with. In fact they may be re-raising hands against an aggressive player. 

With lower pairs, 77 through 22, hitting an overpair is increasingly unlikely, and they are played 
more as drawing hands. The standard plan is to enter the pot as cheaply as possible and with 
good position, try to make a set on the flop, and release the hand upon failing to hit. The pair will 
make a set approximately 12% of the time, which is enough to pay off handsomely, especially 
since it is nearly impossible to tell whether or not someone has made a set from the cards on the 
board. 



Trash Hands (Almost Everything Else) 

Trash hands are trash not because they cannot win - any two cards can win, especially in a game 
where you normally do not show down a hand - but because it is so difficult to make a hand 
which you can play strongly on the flop. Take K7 off suit. When pairing the king it cannot really 
be played as top pair because of the poor kicker. When pairing the 7 it is unlikely to be top pair, 
and also unlikely to remain as top pair once the turn and river have been dealt. Making two pair 
can be very profitable, but with only a few percent chance of flopping two pair even the implied 
odds cannot justify the play. 

As a result, trash hands are only playable under certain circumstances. One is a common scenario 
at the final table of tournaments. The blinds are high, giving you little chance to select premium 
hands, and the table is shorthanded. This forces gambling play. By the time a tournament gets 
down to two players it may be normal to go all-in on being dealt a K7. They are also playable for 
a call or check from the blinds in an unraised pot. 

It is also possible to play them simply because your position at the table makes playing any two 
cards advantagous. This normally occurs when you are the dealer and the players in front of you 
have passed. If you are an experienced player or have weak or conservative opponents in the 
blinds then it can be profitable to play simply for the opportunity to bluff. 

Outside the blinds, it is vital to raise when playing these hands preflop, not call. By raising you 
give yourself the opportunity to steal the blinds as well as the best chance of finding yourself 
heads-up, where it is easiest to win with the worst hand. Also, limping in where you cannot call a 
raise is rarely a good strategy. This approach works for some of the best players in the modern 
game such as Daniel Negranu and Gus Hansen, but it is extremely difficult for inexperienced 
players, who should normally stick to more playable hands. 

PRE-FLOP TACTICS 

The Button Steal 

While any raise preflop can be seen as an attempt to win the blinds, there is one scenario where 
it is especially profitable. This is the previously mentioned situation of having every player before 
you pass when you are on the button. If the small and big blind will both fold to a raise of twice 
the big blind two times out of three then the third time is effectively a freeroll, and a freeroll with 
good position. Late game in high level tournaments is dominated by attempts to steal the blinds 
in this fashion. Of course, it is possible to steal from positions other than the button, but having 
late position is very desirable. 

The Squeeze 

The squeeze is best demonstrated by example. Suppose a player raised and was called in front of 
you. A reraise here will place the original raiser in a difficult situation. They have no way of 
knowing what the original caller will do, and any chips they place in the pot may have to be 
surrendered to an all-in by a large pair or similar. As a result, a good player will not call without a 
huge hand. This move almost always either wins the pot outright, or sweetens it and moves to 
heads-up. Even some conservative players will make this move with marginal hands such as 
suited connectors and small pairs. 

POST FLOP PLAY 

Reasons to Bet, Check and Call 

One of the main mistakes beginners make is acting without a reason. Or rather, acting with a 
reason that is to do with their cards rather than with gaining chips. 

The main reasons to bet and raise are: 



• To gain value. This is the simplest reason. You have a hand, and you think that your 
opponent may have a worse hand with which they can pay you off. Value bets are the 
heart of poker. 

• To force a better hand to fold. Bluffing, discussed in detail later. Your chances of winning a 
showdown are slim, so avoid one. 

• To protect a hand. Almost any hand can be outdrawn, and it is often important to force 
your opponent to pay for the privilege. How important this is depends on your hand, the 
board and your opponent's range of hands. 

• To gain information. Betting and raising purely for information is a technical mistake - you 
are betting in a situation where the bet will not generate income. However, it may be 
correct to make a small mistake to avoid a large one later. 

The main reasons to check are to: 

• Induce a bluff or misrepresent your hand. This might be slowplaying, or it might not in a 
normal sense; you might check a middle pair to induce a bluff. 

• Keep the pot small. If it's not clear whether you are ahead or behind, why build a bigger 
pot? Checking a hand down might be a good option in this case. 

• Take a free card. In position, especially against a tricky, trappy opponent, you might be 
better off seeing if the next card improves your hand w
position you cannot guarantee a free card, of course. 

hen they check to you. Out of 

• s, you might gain more information 
by checking than by betting. Be aware of these times. 

r of the above - but generally, call when 
neither folding or raising seems like a good option. 

lancing them in the many different situations of 
hold'em is one of the keys to post-flop play. 

There are several factors which affect how strong a hand is besides its face value. 

 a very 
g against the possible flush, straight, two-pair, set and straight flush 

combinations. 

up with 5 players, and almost dead if those players are allowed to 
remain for the turn and river. 

 top pair is normal when the pot is similar in size to your stack, but suicidal with a 
ratio of 20:1. 

ortunity to double through with 
a lower stack, or worth making a move now with a weaker hand. 

Evaluating the Strength of an Opponent's Hand 

 times out of three. Against more than one, you will be wrong two times out of three or 
more. 

Gain information. Sometimes, against certain opponent

The reasons for calling might be related to a numbe

These may seem like simple principles, but ba

Evaluating the Strength of a Hand 

The more superior hands which can be made or drawn to from the flop, the weaker the hand. 
Two black aces are excellent preflop, but on a flop of Q J T suited in hearts it becomes
mediocre holdin

More players in a pot also weakens a hand. Top pair jacks, ace kicker may be excellent heads-up, 
but it is far less likely to stand 

A hand becomes stronger when the amount in the pot is high in relation to the maximum you can 
lose. All-in with

Also, in tournaments the size of the blinds in relation to your stack is an important factor. A 
shortstack must judge whether it is worth waiting for a better opp

The first thing to do on the flop is to evaluate whether the opponent has made a hand. As a rule 
of thumb, remember this: against one opponent, you will be correct in assuming they missed the 
flop two



Position is the most useful tool in judging their strength. If they are forced to act before you and 
check, and if they have no history of check-raising or slowplaying, then it is safe to assume that 
they hold no hand. This is not necessarily true if the flop came A K Q -- they may be worried 
about your hand, or they may have flopped the nuts. 

On the other hand, with a flop like 7 5 2, a bet may not mean much, especially if the opponent 
considers you a tight player. This type of bluff on a rag flop is so common as to hardly be 
considered a bluff; they may be simply protecting an ace-high. 

Bluffing 

The game of poker cannot be played correctly against rational opponents without bluffing. Of 
course, not all opponents are rational. If you find an opponent who invariably calls any 
reasonable bet on the flop and beyond, then only bet if you have a strong hand -- this sounds 
obvious, but it is something so alien to many players that world champions have been known to 
struggle in small stake, friendly games. 

There are 3 ways in which bluffing pays off: 

1. The opponent folds.  

2. The opponent calls, and you then draw out to a stronger hand against them.  

3. The opponent calls with a stronger hand, sees the bluff, and is more inclined to call bets in 
future because of it.  

Against good opponents it may be that the last of these is actually the most profitable. 

It is very difficult to establish how often you should bluff. Mathematically, a bet of half the pot 
breaks even if the opponent(s) fold one time in three, and a pot-sized bet breaks even if they fold 
half the time, based only on the possibility of them folding. Heads up against a conservative, 
inexperienced player it may well be profitable to make the first bet on the flop regardless of your 
hand. It certainly simplifies decision-making. 

The main cost of bluffing on the flop is probably the opportunity cost of slowplaying. Checking 
with a very strong hand is something of a tell if you have bet the last 40 flops. 

Slowplaying 

Slowplaying, or trapping, is one of the most dangerous moves in Hold'em. The principle is to 
check after making a good hand, allowing the opponent to either bluff at the pot or improve their 
hand slightly on the next card. 

The problem is that the opponent may find themselves drawing to a better hand than yours. 
Unless you are able to make some painful laydowns it is important to only trap with hands which 
are quite unlikely to be outdrawn, given the texture of the flop. 

STRATEGIES FOR SPECIFIC  HANDS ON THE FLOP 

High Card Only 

If you have no hand, no draw, then there is a good rule of thumb which almost always holds true 
-- don't call any reasonably sized bet. (Micro-bets, of of 1/5 the pot or so, might be treated as if 
the opponent had checked, especially online.) You might bet, to pick up the pot, or even raise, 
but calling is a fast way to bleed chips. 
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